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Investment management is full of apparent conflict, with

Science will also be important when bringing funds together in a

associated decisions often seeming binary. Value or growth?

coherent portfolio. To fully embrace the benefits of diversification,

Income or capital gain? Domestic or international focus? Large

a clear understanding of the types of investments held within a

or smaller companies? And, of course, active or passive?

portfolio is essential. It is of little benefit, for example, to construct

To our minds, however, a dogged adherence to one side of any
question can create unnecessary volatility in a portfolio and,

a portfolio solely from value funds – no matter how convinced
you may be this is the ‘right’ way to manage money.

ultimately, will not help to identify the strongest managers over

As we buy and hold funds over time, we develop what might

time. In the selection of investments, we would argue, ‘science’

charmingly be termed ‘snail trails’ – an ongoing picture of a

needs to be balanced with ‘art’ to achieve a more consistent

fund’s performance that we can observe over time. It’s essential

long-term return.

to know for example, whether the fund behaves differently in

Of late, ‘science’ has been much in vogue. It has become

different market conditions.

increasingly common for fund selectors to demand that

Importantly though, our ongoing monitoring also involves a

managers be able to demonstrate a specific process to which

longer-term conversation with fund managers. We always try to

they can ascribe certain characteristics – value, say, or growth

understand their process and the stocks they have bought and

or whatever it may be. This can then be inserted neatly into the

sold and we will always contact them ahead of our scheduled

section of their portfolios marked ‘value’, ‘growth’ or ‘whatever

meetings if, say, there have experienced bouts of volatility.

it may be’.

Fund selection is an interplay of art and science and any attempt

Certainly, we want to identify fund managers who have found

to reduce it to one or the other will not, we believe, serve to

a way of investing that works for them and they must be able

identify the strongest managers over time.

to articulate clearly how they plan to generate returns for their
investors. We also need to be reassured they can repeat such
a process over time. We do not, however, believe all these
important qualities can be identified through science alone.
Science has its place at the start of a fund selection process –
helping to identify managers worthy of more detailed analysis.
Our own approach sees us isolate funds that score above
a certain threshold for consistency and performance. For a
number of our funds that have specific criteria, we might also
screen for particular metrics such as yield.
Once we have identified any managers of interest, we put their
portfolios through our proprietary ‘Style Research’ system. This
reveals how any fund is positioned versus its benchmark, as well
as identifying its value and growth characteristics.
A picture can be built up over time of how the manager operates
– how they interact with analysts, research companies and
construct portfolios. All of this can help to convince us they have
identified a way to invest that suits their abilities, their mandate
and their environment.
It can of course be argued that any ‘art’ is inherently subjective
and open to emotional interpretation. We try to address this
through a qualitative scoring system that distils our thoughts on
the key factors that will drive the success – or otherwise – of a fund
manager. These scores are updated on a regular basis, enabling
us to identify trends over time. The system is the strongest example
of how science and art combine in our selection process.

Stock market and currency movements mean the value of shares and the
income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount
originally invested.
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